
I Intro. (May 1, 22, 2005) 

 The beast is introduced and described 

(Rev. 13:1-2). After he was fatally wounded, but 

survived, he was worshiped by the whole world 

(13:3-4). He then went on a rampage against God 

and His people (13:5-8). Finally, a response is 

solicited from the people (13:9-10). 

 

II The Beast Arises and Begins to Act (Rev. 13:1-

10). 

 A. He is introduced and described (13:1-2). 

  1. (vs. 1) (This section includes 

12:18 from the Greek text, included as part of 13:1 

in the NASB) The beast is described: “And he 

stood on the sand of the seashore. And I saw a 

beast coming up out of the sea, having ten horns 

and seven heads, and on his horns were ten 

diadems, and on his heads were blasphemous 

names” (Ka i ; ejst avqh  [“transitively, denotes to 
cause to stand, to set; in the Passive Voice, to be 

made to stand”
1
] ejp i ; t h ;n  a[mmon  [“sand or sandy 

ground, describes…symbolically in Rev. 13:1, 

R.V., the position taken up by the Dragon {not, as 

in the A.V., by John}, in view of the rising of the 

Beast out of the sea {emblematic of the restless 

condition of nations…}”
2
; “an old word for sand, 

for innumerable multitude in 

20:8.”
3
] t h '" q a lavs sh " [“is 

used…symbolically…of the wild and restless 

condition of 

nations”
4
] Ka i ; ei \don  ejk  t h '" q a lavs sh " qh r i von  [

“any four-footed animal, either wild or 

domesticated - ‘animal, quadruped.’…In Re 13.1ff 

two visionary creatures are referred to by the term 

qh r i von  ‘beast.’ Despite their strange symbolic 
appearance, they would no doubt be included 

within the potential range of reference of 

qh r i von.”5; “{wild} animal, beast…lit…of real 

animals…gener…of animal-like beings of a 

supernatural kind…Of a monstrous dragon…The 

‘beasts’ or ‘animals’”
6
] ajn a ba i 'n on  [“to go up, to 

ascend…in Rev. 13:1, R.V., ‘coming up,’ for 
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A.V., ‘rise up,’ with reference to the beast”
7
; “lit. 

go up. ascend…of living beings…of any upward 

movement ascend, go up…W. indication of the 

place from which”
8
] e[con  k evr at a  [“horn…lit., in 

the description of the apocal. beasts”
9
; “The ten 

horns of the dragon and the beast {cf. 12:3; 13:1, 

etc.} are ten future kings {cf. Dan. 7:7, 24}.”
10
; 

“The horn is also used symbolically of world 

powers…The ‘little horn’ of Daniel 7:8 and 8:9 is 

Antiochus Epiphanes {175-164 B.C.}, the 

historical prototype of the Antichrist, portrayed as 

the beast from the sea”
11
; “a horn, is used in the 

plural, as the symbol of strength…in the 

Apocalyptic visions…on the heads of beasts as 

symbolic of national 

potentates”
12
] devk a  [“whence the Eng. prefix 

decaÐ, is regarded by some as the measure of 
human responsibility…it is used in a figurative 

setting”
13
] k a i ; k ef a la;" [“head…lit…actually of 

the head of man or beast; man…In apocal. 

presentations in connection w. human figures”
14
; 

“metaphorically…symbolically also of the 

Imperial rulers of the Roman power, as seen in the 

Apocalyptic 

visions”
15
] eJp t a; k a i ; ejp i ; t w'n  k er avt wn  aujt ou' dev

k a  di a dh vmat a  [“John uses di a dh ma…{diadem} 
for the kingly crown in 12:3; 13:1; 19:12, but it is 

not certain that the old distinction between 

di a dem…as the kingly crown and st ef an o "…as 
the victor’s wreath is always observed in late 

Greek.”
16
; “diadem, fillet, properly the sign of 

royalty among the Persians, a blue band trimmed 

with white, on the tiara, hence a symbol of royalty 

gener., crown”
17
; “The word is found in Rev. 12:3; 

13:1; 19:12, in which passages it symbolises the 

rule respectively of the Dragon, the Beast, and 

Christ.”
18
; “the beast…bears ten diadems as a sign 
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of his power.”
19
; “is never used as stephanos is; it 

is always the symbol of kingly or imperial dignity, 

and is translated ‘diadem’ instead of ‘crown’ in the 

R.V., of the claims of the 

Dragon”
20
] k a i ; ejp i ; t a;" k ef a la;" aujt ou' ojn ovmat

a  [“In the case of the beast, the name expresses 
ungodliness, for the beast usurps the names and 

titles of God”
21
] bla sf h mi va " [“slander, 

defamation, blasphemy … specif … against God 

and what belongs to him…ojn ovmat a  bla sf h mi va " 
{gen. of qual.}”

22
; “The opposition of the 

beast…in the last days is blasphemy.”
23
]). 

 This is not the first time we have seen a 

revelation of the beast, the antichrist. Nor is it that 

he is appearing in the tribulation for the first time 

either. He has to be there from the beginning 

because it is he himself who signs the peace pact 

with Israel (Dan. 9:27). Also we saw him in the 

first seal judgment as the rider of the white horse 

(Rev. 6:2). As Walvoord says about 6:2, “the 

conqueror mentioned here is the future world 

ruler, sometimes referred to as Antichrist, though 

Revelation does not use this term. He is probably 

the same person as the ruler of the people 

mentioned in Daniel 9:26.”
24
 Still more, we saw 

the antichrist in Rev. 11:7, there designated as “the 

beast that comes up out of the abyss” who “will 

make war with” the two witnesses “and overcome 

them and kill them.” So the antichrist is easily 

placed in the tribulation from the very beginning 

of it. Now he emerges anew in a dramatic sense. 

 “And (connecting it to the previous 

context)” in this verse (13:1a is 12:18 in the Greek 

text), we discover someone who “stood on the 

sand (a[mmon) of the seashore (q a lavs sh ").” Who is 
this person? Most likely it is the dragon himself of 

the previous section. He is in control of and is 

overseeing what is about to unfold. Perhaps, “The 

implication is that the dragon summoned the beast 

out of the sea.”
25
 Daniel informed us of something 

very similar in Dan 7:3, “And four great beasts 

were coming up from the sea, different from one 
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another.” The last beast there corresponds to the 

beast before us in this passage, though this one is 

the king of the kingdom pictured there. 

John said, “And I saw a beast coming up 

out of the sea.” The “sea” could stand for the “sea 

of humanity (Rev. 17:25),”
26
 as the “source”

27
 of 

the “beast (qh r i von),” and might indicate “that he is 
a Gentile.”

28
 “However this interpretation cannot 

explain the sands of the seashore or the origin of 

the beast from the earth (v. 11). A literal sea is 

impossible since this beast is a person (i.e., human 

being, ed.)…The ancient world often associated 

evil with the sea and used the sea as a figure for 

the abyss (cf. Job 16:12-13; Ps. 74:13-14; 87:4; 

89:9-10; Isa. 27:1; 51:9-10; 57:20; Dan. 7:3; Rom. 

10:7). This figurative use of the sea seems best 

since elsewhere John said that the beast came out 

of the abyss (11:7; 17:8).”
29
  

Remember that on Rev. 11:7 we said:  

It is interesting that there is a close 

connection in some passages between the 

“abyss” as the place of the dead in Rm. 

10:7 and the sea. For Paul’s OT quotation 

in Rm. 10:7 is from Deut. 30:13, which 

reads, “Nor is it beyond the sea, that you 

should say, ‘Who will cross the sea for us 

to get it for us and make us hear it, that we 

may observe it?’” The ancients sometimes 

regarded the sea as bottomless like the 

abyss…“This qh r i von from the Abyss is 
clearly a power of imperial magnitude and 

great strength which derives its origin from 

beneath”
30
…We do not see this man of sin, 

the antichrist, as arising physically from 

the place of torment for the unbelieving 

dead, that is, not from the abyss in a 

technical sense, but rather that the 

origin…(and) blueprint for his life and 

work is Satanic (of Satan) who is closely 

associated with the abyss for which the sea 

likely stood in Rev. 13:1. 

 

John further informs us that he had “ten 

horns and seven heads, and on his horns were ten 
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diadems, and on his heads were blasphemous 

names.” This description is similar to that of the 

red dragon in 12:3. This shows a connection to 

that figure, but the differences are significant 

enough to show that we are looking at a different 

entity. Daniel’s fourth beast (Dan. 7:7-8), “a 

mongrel composed of parts of a lion, bear, and 

leopard,”
31
 also “had ten horns.” “In Daniel’s 

vision the 10 horns represented 10 rulers (Dan. 

7:24).”
32
 Together the ten horns in both passages 

“depict the revived Roman Empire.”
33
  

Perhaps the “seven heads” figuratively 

stand for “the remaining seven rulers of nations 

after three of them disappear (Dan. 7:8).”
34
 In this 

comparison, the ten horns of Daniel’s vision 

correspond to “heads” here. For there, since the 

ten horns are rulers, when three of them are pulled 

out by the roots by the little horn, the antichrist, 

who “possessed eyes like the eyes of a man, and a 

mouth uttering great boasts,” then only seven are 

left. Interestingly, in a somewhat different picture, 

the “eighth king” of Rev. 17:11 “is obviously 

identical to the final world ruler,”
35
 the antichrist. 

He rules over the other seven kings, i.e., the seven 

heads. So there could be an overlap in the 

symbolism here of the heads and the horns.  

Or perhaps, the “seven heads” are “seven 

successive kingdoms,” not simultaneous “rulers.” 

If so, then the kingdoms are “Egypt, Assyria, 

Babylon, Persia, Greece, Rome, and then the 

revived Roman Empire” (Dr. Sellers’ tape). 

Walvoord generally agrees substituting “kings or 

emperors”
36
 (though of Rome only)

 
for Dr. 

Sellers’ “kingdoms,” saying this is what the heads 

symbolize here and also in Rev. 17:1-12, and that 

the horns in both contexts refer to simultaneous 

rulers. In a similar vein, Hodges says that the 

reference is rather to the seven emperors of the 

Roman empire: Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, 

Claudius … Nero … Galba … (and) Otho.
37
  The 

Beast would be the eighth. 

It is helpful to understand from Dan. 7:7-8 

that “the Roman Empire would experience three 
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stages of history—first, the beast stage; second, 

the ten horn or ten kingdom stage; and third, the 

little horn or Antichrist stage.”
38
 Remember that 

the little horn there is the beast himself here in 

Rev. 13:1. There the fourth beast is the Roman 

Empire, here the ten horns are ten kings (Rev. 

17:12) who stand for the revived Roman Empire. 

Yes, the antichrist is present and in charge in both 

Daniel and Revelation before the final third stage 

of the Roman empire. Otherwise, he would not be 

able to uproot the three kings of Dan. 7:8. 

On the “ten horns” of the beast were “ten 

diadems.” The red dragon had “seven diadems” on 

his “seven heads” (Rev. 12:3). The significance of 

the “diadems (di a dh vmat a)”, symbols “of kingly or 
imperial dignity,”

39
 on the horns, is that the 

“authority” of the beast “rests on brute force.”
40
 

The fact that “on his heads were 

blasphemous (bla sf h mi va ") names” evidently 
reflects “the beast’s opposition to God.”

41
 The 

Greek word for blaspheme (bla sf h mevw) simply 
means to “speak against.” However, it is a very 

strong term in Christian contexts meaning, 

“slander, defamation…against God and what 

belongs to him.”
42
 It depicts a heart that is 

intensely and openly opposed to God. Notice the 

conspicuous placement of the names on the beast’s 

seven heads. If “heads” denotes consecutive world 

kingdoms consummating in the revived Roman 

Empire of the tribulation, then it shows that all 

these kingdoms were fundamentally opposed to 

God throughout the history of the world. 

  2. (vs. 2) Here, the beast is 

described: “And the beast which I saw was like a 

leopard, and his feet were like those of a bear, and 

his mouth like the mouth of a lion. And the dragon 

gave him his power and his throne and great 

authority” (k a i ; t o; qh r i von  [“In the end-time Satan 
will summon up antichrist and enjoy some 

temporary success {Rev. 13:2; 2 Th. 2:9-10}, but 

he will then be bound for the millennial period and 

after another brief interlude 

destroyed”
43
] o} ei \don  h \n  o{mo i on  [“of the same 

nature, like, similar…w. dat. of the pers. or thing 
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compared”
44
; “like, resembling, such as, the same 

as, is used…of appearance or 

form”
45
] p a r davlei  [“‘a beast whose appearance 

was like a leopard’ Re 13.2. As in the case of the 

term for ‘bear’…this reference to a leopard occurs 

in the NT only in Re 13.2 and is likewise used as a 

means of describing the apocalyptic beast.”
46
; 

“denotes a leopard or a panther, an animal 

characterized by swiftness of movement and 

sudden spring, in Dan. 7:6 symbolic of the 

activities of Alexander the Great, and the 

formation of the Grecian Kingdom, the third seen 

in the vision there recorded. In Rev. 13:2 the 

imperial power, described there also as a ‘beast,’ is 

seen to concentrate in himself the characteristics 

of those mentioned in Dan. 7.”
47
; “The leopard 

{leo , p a r d} was considered a cross between a 
panther and a lioness.”

48
] k a i ; o i J p ovde" [“As a 

Symbol of Power. Only in Revelation do we find 

the OT use of the foot to denote suppression and 

subjection…{cf. also the bear’s feet of the 

beast}”
49
] aujt ou' wJ" a[r k ou [“‘bear.’…‘his feet 

were like those of a bear’ Re 13.2. The term 

a[r k o " ‘bear’ occurs in the NT only in Re 13.2 as a 
description of the apocalyptic beast.”

50
; 

“bear”
51
] k a i ; t o; st ovma  [“mouth…of animals 

and animal-like beings mouth, jaws of 

a…lion”
52
] aujt ou' wJ" [“as a conjunction denoting 

comparison, as. This ‘as’ can have a ‘so’ expressly 

corresponding to it or not, as the case may be; 

further, both sides of the comparison can be 

expressed in complete clauses, or one or even both 

may be abbreviated…Semitic infl. is felt in the 

manner in which wJ", combined w. a subst., takes 
the place of a subst. or an adj…an adjective, 

pred.”
53
] st ovma  [“is used…figuratively, of the 

mouth, as the organ of speech…of human 

{words}…of the destructive policy of two world 

potentates at the end of this 
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age”
54
] levon t o " [“lit…Symbol of 

rapacity…Apocalyptic usage also makes 

comparisons w. the lion, or parts of his body, or 

his actions”
55
; “it has the literal 

meaning”
56
] k a i ; e[dwk en  aujt w'/ oJ dr avk wn  t h ;n  duv

n a mi n  aujt ou' k a i ; t o;n  q r ovn on  [“throne…Rv also 
mentions thrones of infernal powers; the throne of 

the dragon, which the beast receives”
57
; “a throne, 

a seat of authority, is used of the throne…of ‘the 

beast,’ the final and federal head of the revived 

Roman Empire”
58
] aujt ou' k a i ; ejxous i van  [“ability 

to do someth., capability, might, 

power”
59
] megavlh n). 

 Now we come to the further descriptive 

terminology of “the beast,” namely, that he was 

“like a leopard,” corresponding to Greece, 

Daniel’s (7:6) third kingdom; “his feet were like 

those of a bear,” corresponding to Medo-Persia, 

Daniel’s (7:5) second kingdom; “his mouth” was 

“like the mouth of a lion,” corresponding to 

Babylon, Daniel’s (7:4) first kingdom. There 

seems to be a real sense in which all the kingdoms 

of the world are indeed summed up and revived in 

the final phase of the Roman Empire during the 

tribulation period. This is pictured in the seven 

heads as well if we are to see them as seven 

successive kingdoms in Rev. 13:1. 

 Then we learn that “the dragon,” that is, 

Satan, “gave him,” the beast, the antichrist, three 

things: “his power,” for “the whole world lies in 

the power of the evil one” (1Jn. 5:19), Satan; “his 

throne” because he is, “the ruler of this world” (Jn. 

12:31), and believers in Pergamum dwelt “where 

Satan’s throne is (Rev. 2:13); and “great authority” 

because Satan is “the prince of the power 

(ejxous i va ", ‘authority’) of the air” (Eph. 2:2). 
About the antichrist, Paul said that his “coming is 

in accord with the activity of Satan, with all power 

and signs and false wonders” (2Th. 2:9). That is 

surely confirmed here. 
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 B. The beast was fatally wounded, but 

survived, then worshiped by the whole world 

(13:3-4). 

  1. (vs. 3) The fatal wound was 

healed, and people were amazed: “And I saw one 

of his heads as if it had been slain, and his fatal 

wound was healed. And the whole earth was 

amazed and followed after the beast” 

(k a i ; mi van  ejk  t w'n  k ef a lw'n  [“head…lit…actually 
of the head of man or beast…In apocal. 

presentations in connection…w. 

animals”
60
] aujt ou' wJ" ejsf agmevn h n  [“to 

slaughter…Of the killing of a person by 

violence…butcher or murder someone…a head 

that seemed to be mortally wounded”
61
; “to slay, 

to slaughter…of taking human life…in 13:3, 

probably of assassination, R.V., ‘smitten {unto 

death},’ A.V., ‘wounded {to death},’ R.V. marg., 

‘slain’”
62
] ei j" [“to indicate the goal…the result of 

an action or condition into, to, so that”
63
; 

“Consecutive and final eis. eis may denote the 
directing of an action to a specific end, whether 

intentionally or incidentally…With a noun or 

pronominal accusative it usually has a final 

sense…The use may also be 

consecutive”
64
] q avn at on  [“death…lit…of natural 

death…receive a fatal 

wound”
65
] k a i ; h J p lh gh ; [“the condition resulting 

from being severely hurt or wounded - 

‘wound.’…These expressions for wound normally 

do not imply a mortal wound. It is possible, 

however, to speak of a mortal wound by the phrase 

h J p lh gh ; t ou' q an avt ou as in Re 13.3, 12.”66; 
“blow, stroke…wound, bruise as the result of a 

blow…mortal wound”
67
; “used with the genitive 

case of thanatos, death, lit., ‘stroke of death,’…the 
rendering ‘wound’ does not accurately give the 

meaning”
68
] t ou' q an avt ou [“death…lit…of 

natural death…a fatal wound”
69
; “death, is used in 
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Scripture of…the separation of the soul {the 

spiritual part of man} from the body {the material 

part}, the latter ceasing to function and turning to 

dust…In Rev. 13:3, 12, the R.V., ‘death–stroke’ 

{A.V., ‘deadly wound’} is, lit., the stroke of 

death”
70
] aujt ou' ejqer ap euvqh  [“care for, wait 

upon, treat {medically}, then also heal, 

restore…t i n av someone…Of wounds, pass.”
71
; 

“primarily signifies to serve as a therapoµn, an 
attendant; then, to care for the sick, to treat, cure, 

heal”
72
; “The serious wound that is inflicted on the 

beast is healed according to Rev. 13:3, 12. The 

event to which this refers cannot be fixed with 

certainty.”
73
] Ka i ; ejq aumavs qh  [“to wonder or 

marvel at some event or object - ‘to wonder, to be 

amazed, to marvel’ {whether the reaction is 

favorable or unfavorable depends on the 

context}…‘the whole earth marveled and followed 

the beast’”
74
; “as dep. w. 1 aor. and 1 fut. 

pass…wonder, be amazed…In pregnant 

constr…the whole world followed the beast, full of 

wonder”
75
; “the earth follows the beast with 

wonder {probably a first step to cultic adoration in 

view of v. 4; cf. the imperial cult of 

Rome}”
76
] o{lh  h J gh ' ojp i vs w [“marker of one who 

is followed as a leader {occurring with a variety of 

verbs indicating change of state or movement} - 

‘after, to follow.’…‘the whole earth was amazed 

and followed the beast’”
77
; “as improper prep. w. 

gen…of place…after…come after someone, 

follow someone {at the same time fig. in the sense 

‘be an adherent’}”
78
] t ou' qh r i vou). 

 While watching, John “saw one of his 

heads as if it had been slain, and his fatal wound 

was healed.” Many interpretations deal with this 

expression. Because only “one of his heads” 

appeared to have been slain, some (including 

Constable) refer this to “one of the nations under 

Satan’s authority,” which “perished, but then it 
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revived.”
79
 Others (including Dr. Sellers) say that 

the reference is simply to the empire of Rome 

itself, which has been dead for centuries, but will 

miraculously revive in the tribulation, moving 

people to worship her leader, the antichrist. Some 

(including Hodges) say that the antichrist, the 

beast himself, receives a “fatal” or mortal 

“wound,” which necessarily would have killed 

him, but Satan intervened to supernaturally save 

his life. (Hodges adds that upon his healing, the 

spirit of one of the first five Roman emperors 

enters into the beast out of the abyss [Rev. 17:8], 

and the beast continues on with a new and 

stupendous personality merged out of the emperor 

and the beast.)  

It does appear that it is the antichrist 

himself who was mortally wounded, probably by 

someone in conflict with him who was likewise 

avaricious for power. It does not appear that he 

actually died, but that he would have died had it 

not been for the supernatural intervention of Satan. 

This is one of the profound “signs and false 

wonders” of Satan in keeping with Paul’s 

prophecy in 2Th. 2:9b.  

It is no wonder then that, “the whole earth 

was amazed and followed after the beast.” The 

“whole earth (o{lh  h J gh ')” refers to the earth’s 
inhabitants, human beings, and the statement is 

necessarily hyperbolic. For we know that not every 

last person did this, but the vast majority must 

have, or rather will. Clearly, God’s having sent 

them a strong delusion that they should believer 

the lie because they did not receive the love of the 

truth so as to be saved (cf. 2Th. 2:11, KJV), 

worked! They were “amazed (ejq aumavs qh  ‘to 
wonder…to marvel’

80
)” and “followed after 

(ojp i vs w ‘marker of one who is followed as a leader 
[…indicating change of state or movement],’

81
 

including the sense, to ‘be an adherent’
82
) the 

beast.” The deception is now in full force! 

2. (vs. 4) It is stated that the people 

worshiped both the dragon and the beast in this 

one verse: “and they worshiped the dragon, 

because he gave his authority to the beast; and 

they worshiped the beast, saying, ‘Who is like the 
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beast, and who is able to wage war with him?’” 

(k a i ; p r o sek uvn h s an  [“used to designate the 

custom of prostrating oneself before a person and 

kissing his feet, the hem of his garment, the 

ground, etc.; the Persians did this in the presence 

of their deified king, and the Greeks before a 

divinity or someth. holy; {fall down and} worship, 

do obeisance to, prostrate oneself before, do 

reverence to, welcome respectfully…to the devil 

and Satanic beings”
83
] t w'/ dr avk on t i  [“to make 

obeisance, do reverence to {from pros, towards, 
and kuneoµ, to kiss}, is the most frequent word 
rendered to worship. It is used of an act of homage 

or reverence…to the Dragon, by 

men”
84
] o{t i  e[dwk en  t h ;n  ejxous i van  [“ability to do 

someth., capability, might, 

power”
85
] t w'/ qh r i vw/ k a i ; p r o sek uvn h s an  [“used 

to designate the custom of prostrating oneself 

before a person and kissing his feet, the hem of his 

garment, the ground, etc.; the Persians did this in 

the presence of their deified king, and the Greeks 

before a divinity or someth. holy; {fall down and} 

worship, do obeisance to, prostrate oneself before, 

do reverence to, welcome respectfully…to the 

devil and Satanic beings”
86
; “They really 

worshipped Satan {the dragon} when ‘they 

worshipped the beast’…The beast is merely the 

tool of the devil for worship.”
87
] t w'/ qh r i vw/ [“to 

make obeisance, do reverence to {from pros, 
towards, and kuneoµ, to kiss}, is the most frequent 
word rendered to worship. It is used of an act of 

homage or reverence…to the Beast, his human 

instrument”
88
; “Since the dative is the case of 

personal interest, it is easy to see the root idea 

coming through when an author chooses to use the 

dative direct object of p r o s k un evw…It seems, too, 
that when the dative direct object is used with 

p r o "-k un evw for the worship of false deity, the 
stress is on the personal relation involved {cf. Rev 

13:4} because the object of worship is a real 

person, though not true 
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Deity.”
89
] levgon t e" t i v" o{mo i o " [“of the same 

nature, like, similar…w. dat. of the pers. or thing 

compared…In a special sense equally great or 

important, as powerful as, equal {to}…who is a 

match for the beast, and who is able to fight 

him?”
90
; “like, resembling, such as, the same as, is 

used…of ability, condition, 

nature”
91
] t w'/ qh r i vw/ k a i ; t i v" duvn at a i  p o lemh 's a i

 [“lit…act. make war, fight…on or with {against} 

someone”
92
; “{Eng., polemics}, to fight, to make 

war, is used…literally”
93
] met !  [“with genitive: 

with…denoting the company within which 

someth. takes place…The fact that the activity or 

experience took place in the company of others 

can also be made clear by the influence which two 

opposite parties exert upon each other or together, 

or, on the other hand, by which one party brings 

the other to adopt a corresponding, and therefore 

common attitude…in hostile fashion; after verbs 

of fighting, quarreling, etc. to denote the pers. w. 

whom the strife is being carried on 

p o lemei 'n  m.  t i n o " carry on war with=against 
someone”

94
; “denote{s} close association or 

attendant circumstances”
95
] aujt ou'). 

 The fanatical attraction to the beast, the 

antichrist, manifests itself in the worship of two 

entities or persons. First, they “worshiped the 

dragon,” who is, “the serpent of old who is called 

the devil and Satan” (Rev. 12:9) “because” or for 

the reason that “he gave his authority (ejxous i van) 
to the beast,” that is, he gave to him the “ability to 

do someth., capability, might, power”
96
 in this 

case to not die from his fatal wound. Second, 

“they worshiped the beast, saying, ‘Who is like the 

beast, and who is able to wage war with him?’” 

This statement supports the view that the beast 

received his fatal wound in combat, or at least in 

conflict, perhaps an assassination attempt. Because 

he survived his awful wound, the people now 

supposed that he was impervious to defeat, that he 
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was in fact supreme above all others. In their view, 

no one could successfully wage war with the 

beast; he was unequaled. So they prostrated 

themselves “before” him perhaps, “kissing his 

feet, the hem of his garment, the ground, etc.,”
97
 

worshiping and doing reverence to him. What an 

appalling spectacle this will be!  

C. The beast then went on a rampage 

against God and His people (13:5-8).  

1. (vs. 5) As if to defy all authority, 

it was granted that the beast use his mouth against 

God and to act with authority for the last three and 

one half years of the tribulation period: “And there 

was given to him a mouth speaking arrogant words 

and blasphemies; and authority to act for forty-two 

months was given to him” (Ka i ; ejdovqh  [“The 
ultimate source of power is God, but the reference 

seems to be Satan 

here.”
98
] aujt w'/ st ovma  la lou'n  [“of pers…trans. 

speak and thereby assert, proclaim, say t i ; 
someth.”

99
] megavla  [“large, great…fig…of rank 

and dignity…of things: great, sublime, 

important…Neut. pl. megavla . . .utter proud words 
and blasphemies”

100
] k a i ; bla sf h mi va " [“slander, 

defamation, blasphemy…specif…of evil speech 

which does not {directly} refer to God…against 

God and what belongs to 

him…{pl.}”
101
] k a i ; ejdovqh  aujt w'/ ejxous i va  [“freed

om of choice, right to act, decide, or dispose of 

one’s property as one wishes”
102
; “God’s will also 

encompasses Satan’s sphere of dominion {Acts 

26:18; Col. 1:13}. The final mystery of evil is not 

its power but the fact that this hostile power may 

still be encompassed by God’s 

overruling”
103
] p o i h 's a i  [“active…do, act, 

proceed…abs. work, be active…w. acc. of 

time…be active for months”
104
; “to do, make, is 

used of spending a time or tarrying, in a place…in 

Rev. 13:5 ‘continue’ is perhaps the best 
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rendering”
105
; “in the sense of doing time, with 

mh n a "…as the direct 

object”
106
] mh 'n a " [“month…Acc. of time 

answering the question: how long?”
107
; “connected 

with meµneµ, the moon, akin to a Sanskrit root maµÑ, 
to measure {the Sanskrit maµsa denotes both moon 
and month, cp., e.g., Lat. mensis, Eng., moon and 
month, the moon being in early times the measure 

of the month}. The interval between the 17th day 

of the second month {Gen. 7:11} and the 17th day 

of the seventh month, is said to be 150 days {8:3, 

4}, i.e., five months of 30 days each; hence the 

year would be 360 

days”
108
] t es ser avk on t a  ªk a i ;º duvo). 

 Here we learn what the beast had to say 

during his tenure. We are told that “a mouth, was 

given” to him, pointing to a single individual, not 

“mouths,” one for each head. We are not told who 

gave it. We know that “The ultimate source of 

power is God, but the reference seems to be Satan 

here,”
109
 operating under the allowance, not the 

approval, of God. It appears to be Satan especially 

in light of vs. 2b, “And the dragon gave him his 

power and his throne and great authority,” and vs. 

4a, which reiterates that, “the dragon…gave his 

authority to the beast.” 

 The beast used his mouth wickedly in 

“speaking arrogant (megavla) words and 

blasphemies.” The beast was heavily endowed 

with self, himself. In complete pride, he postured 

himself against God, as shocking as that is, and as 

ludicrous as that is. He blatantly and fearlessly 

assaulted God with insults in blasphemies, 

slandering and defaming Him. This naturally 

matches up with the little horn of Daniel 7:8, (cf. 

vs. 20) which says that, “this horn possessed eyes 

like the eyes of a man, and a mouth uttering great 

boasts.” It is also plainly stated in 7:25 that, “he 

will speak out against the Most High.” 

 The limited duration of his dominance 

comes next: “and authority to act for forty-two 

months was given to him.” (Notice the term “act” 

here as compared to “speaking” above.) Whereas 
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we were told that his authority came from Satan 

(vs. 2b), it is best to understand the limitation on 

the duration of that authority as a curtailment by 

God Himself. Jesus said in Mt. 24:22, “unless 

those days had been cut short, no life would have 

been saved; but for the sake of the elect those days 

shall be cut short.” Because they are cut short for 

the sake of the elect, then evidently God did it. 

The same time period is also plainly stated in Dan. 

7:25 as “a time, times, and half a time.” “The 

Beast’s power endures as long as the Woman’s 

abode in the Wilderness, the prophesying of the 

Two Witnesses, and the Gentile profanation of the 

Holy City.”
110
 

2. (vs. 6) His defiant mouth openly 

spoke against God and His people: “And he 

opened his mouth in blasphemies against God, to 

blaspheme His name and His tabernacle, that is, 

those who dwell in heaven” (k a i ; h [n o i xen  [“trans. 
open…parts of the body…the mouth…Open one’s 

own mouth to speak…to blaspheme”
111
; 

“transitively…metaphorically…Hebraistically, to 

open the mouth, of beginning to 

speak”
112
] t o; st ovma  aujt ou' ei j" bla sf h mi va " [“sl

ander, defamation, blasphemy…specif…against 

God and what belongs to him”
113
; “Blasphemy is 

violation of God’s power and majesty. It may be 

directly against God {Rev. 13:6}, his name {Rom. 

2:24}, the word [Tit. 2:5}, Moses {Acts 6:11}, or 

angelic beings {Jude 8-10; 2 Pet. 2:10-

12}.”
114
] p r o;" [“w. the acc…denoting a hostile or 

friendly relationship…hostile against, with after 

verbs of disputing, etc.”
115
; “Psychologically, in 

the sense ‘to,’ ‘toward,’ proŒs occurs with verbs of 
speaking to denote ‘saying something to 

someone’…with verbs of…blaspheming; with 

God…as object”
116
] t o;n  qeo;n  bla sf h mh 's a i  [“in 

relation to a divine being, blaspheme…of the true 

God and what pertains to him…God’s name”
117
; 

“to blaspheme, rail at or revile, is used…of those 

who speak contemptuously of God or of sacred 
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things”
118
] t o; o[n o ma  [“name, of proper 

names…in combination w. God and Jesus…in 

combination w. verbs”
119
; “for all that a name 

implies, of authority, character, rank, majesty, 

power, excellence, etc., of everything that the 

name covers…of the Name of God as expressing 

His attributes”
120
] aujt ou' k a i ; t h ;n  s k h n h ;n  [“tent, 

booth, also gener. lodging, dwelling…God has his 

s k .=dwelling in heaven”121; “a tent, booth, 
tabernacle, is used of…the Heavenly 

prototype”
122
; “In Rev. 13:6 the beast blasphemes 

the skeµneµ� of God. The choice of the word here is 
probably based on the use of the verb in 7:15, to 

which corresponds 12:12 with its reference to 

those who dwell in 

heaven.”
123
] aujt ou' t ou;" ejn  t w'/ oujr an w'/ s k h n ou'n

t a " [“live, dwell…w. ejn and the dat. of the 
place”

124
; “Rev. 7:15 refers to God’s permanent 

dwelling among the redeemed {cf. 21:3} in 

abiding and gracious presence. In 13:6, since a tent 

obviously cannot dwell in a tent, the verb suggests 

the abiding of God’s name and presence.”
125
; “to 

pitch a tent…to tabernacle, is 

translated…‘dwell.”
126
; “either angels or the 

redeemed or both”
127
]). 

 You and I naturally think of opening our 

mouths in praise to God for who He is and for all 

that He has done in our behalf. The antichrist is 

the exact opposite. “And he opened his mouth in 

(ei j")” or “for the purpose of”128 “blasphemies 
against (p r o;" ‘toward’) God.” In a completely 
“hostile … relationship”

129
 against God, the 

antichrist repeatedly lifted his voice in “face to 

face…defiance,”
130
 again, slandering and 

defaming God, violating His “power and 
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majesty.”
131
 In blasphemies, He reviled both “His 

name,” which stands for His whole person, and 

“His tabernacle,” which apparently stood for 

“those who dwell in heaven,” the building 

standing for its occupants. Or it could be that 

antichrist simply blasphemed God, heaven itself, 

and its inhabitants. 

One key form that these blasphemies will 

take is the requirement that people worship the 

beast instead of Christ, the true Messiah, and/or 

God. They gladly comply. This is in keeping with 

the desire of Satan to take God’s place and be 

worshiped. For to worship the beast is effectively 

to worship Satan and vice versa as we saw in 13:4. 

3. (vs. 7) The beast was granted 

victory and/or authority over everyone, including 

believers: “And it was given to him to make war 

with the saints and to overcome them; and 

authority over every tribe and people and tongue 

and nation was given to him” (k a i ; ejdovqh  [“give in 
the sense grant, bestow, impart…in many expr. in 

which the transl. is determined by  the noun 

object…The pass. occurs very oft. in this 

sense”
132
] aujt w'/ p o i h 's a i  [“active…of actions 

that one undertakes, of events or states of being 

that one brings about do, cause, bring about, 

accomplish, prepare etc…used w. a noun as a 

periphrasis for a simple verb of 

doing…p .  {t o;n} p ovlemon  {met av t i n o "} wage 

war {on someone}”
133
] p ovlemon  [“lit. armed 

conflict…war”
134
] met a; [“with genitive: 

with…denoting the company within which 

someth. takes place…The fact that the activity or 

experience took place in the company of others 

can also be made clear by the influence which two 

opposite parties exert upon each other or together, 

or, on the other hand, by which one party brings 

the other to adopt a corresponding, and therefore 

common attitude…in hostile fashion; after verbs 

of fighting, quarreling, etc. to denote the pers. w. 

whom the strife is being carried on 

p o lemei 'n  m.  t i n o " carry on war with=against 
someone”

135
] t w'n  aJgi vwn  k a i ; n i k h 's a i  [“trans. 
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conquer, overcome, vanquish…act. w. the obj. in 

the acc. t i n av overcome someone”136; “Revelation 
talks about provisional victories of evil, e.g., in 

6:2; 11:7; 13:7. But these victories are ‘allowed’ 

and therefore restricted.”
137
; “of predicted human 

potentates”
138
] aujt ouv" k a i ; ejdovqh  aujt w'/ ejxous i va  

[“authority, absolute power, warrant…Also ejp i v 
w. acc.”

139
; “The final mystery of evil is not its 

power but the fact that this hostile power may still 

be encompassed by God’s 

overruling”
140
] ejp i ; p a's an  f ulh ;n  [“nation 

people…W. synonymous expressions”
141
; “a 

company of people united by kinship or habitation, 

a clan, tribe, is used…of the peoples of the 

earth”
142
] k a i ; la o;n  [“the people gener…people as 

nation”
143
] k a i ; glw's s an  [“language…p a's a  g, 

every language=every person, regardless of the 

language he speaks…As a distinctive feature of 

nations g. can be used as a synonym of 
f ulh v,  la ov",  e[qn o "”144; “a language, coupled with 
phuleµ, a tribe, laos, a people, ethnos, a nation, 
seven times in the Apocalypse”

145
] k a i ; e[qn o "). 

 This section is an interesting overview of 

power and authority and who gives it. We know 

that “the whole world lies in the power of the evil 

one” (1Jn. 5:19), and that he is “the prince of the 

power of the air” (Eph. 2:2), and “the ruler of this 

world” (Jn. 12:31). We also know that he gives his 

authority to the beast, the antichrist (Rev. 13:2, 4), 

which thrilled the wicked, causing them to 

worship both antichrist and Satan. Nevertheless, 

God is superintending the whole process and 

places His limits on the activities of these beings 

as He sees fit. Such is the case here. Just as God 

allowed Satan to have access to Job so many 

centuries ago, so also He will allow the beast, that 

is, “it” will be “given to” the beast, while using 

Satan’s authority and power, “to make war with 

the saints and to overcome (n i k h 's a i  “conquer … 
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vanquish”
146
) them.” The picture is of a military 

victory, not a spiritual victory over the saints. We 

are probably not to understand the saints as 

waging battle with human weapons, but no doubt, 

countless saints will be found, oppressed, 

prosecuted, persecuted, and in many cases, 

executed in martyrdom. Not even this would have 

come as a surprise to the students of the OT. For 

Daniel said about the coming about the coming 

antichrist in Dan. 7:21, “I kept looking, and that 

horn was waging war with the saints and 

overpowering them.” 

 If the saints are overcome, and they are, 

then it follows naturally that the antichrist will 

enjoy “authority over every tribe and people and 

tongue and nation,” for it “was given to him” to 

have it. This authority will be the ultimate 

fulfillment of the absolute power of the state as 

envisioned in George Orwell’s 1984. It will 

certainly not be merely believers who are 

oppressed by the state. Anyone who dares oppose 

the antichrist or somehow attempts to live as a free 

man will discover the truth in a hurry. At first, 

probably most people happily comply with his 

worship and service, etc., but how will they feel 

when the whole thing falls to pieces and world 

wide chaos is the norm? 

 So Satan and antichrist have their way but 

only within the allowance of God. Their purposes 

will ultimately be frustrated, but God’s will be 

realized. Even in the tribulation period, God will 

still cause all things to work together for the good 

of His own people, even if they get martyred. 

4. (vs. 8) The idolatrous 

commitment to the beast is almost universal: “And 

all who dwell on the earth will worship him, 

everyone whose name has not been written from 

the foundation of the world in the book of life of 

the Lamb who has been slain” 

(k a i ; p r o s k un h vs ous i n  [“used to designate the 
custom of prostrating oneself before a person and 

kissing his feet, the hem of his garment, the 

ground, etc.; the Persians did this in the presence 

of their deified king, and the Greeks before a 

divinity or someth. holy; {fall down and} worship, 

do obeisance to, prostrate oneself before, do 

reverence to, welcome respectfully…used w. the 
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acc…This reverence or worship is paid…to the 

devil and Satanic beings”
147
] aujt o;n  [“usually, 

when false deity is worshiped, the accusative 

direct object is used”
148
] p avn t e" [“adj., used w. a 

noun…w. a noun in the pl., w. the art. all…w. 

participles”
149
] o i J k at o i k ou'n t e" [“intrans. live, 

dwell, reside, settle {down}…w. the place 

indicated by…live on the 

earth”
150
] ejp i ; t h '" gh '" [“the inhabited 

earth”
151
] ou| [“relative pron. who, which, what, 

that…Constructions peculiar in some 

respect…The pleonastic use of the pers. pron. after 

o{"…but above all is suggested by the Semitic 
languages…Esp. 

freq.”
152
] ouj gevgr ap t a i  [“write…w. ref. to the 

content…write down, record…of the book of 

life”
153
] t o; o[n o ma  aujt ou' ejn  t w'/ bi bli vw/ [“book, 

scroll…Of holy writings gener…book of life”
154
; 

“a diminutive…had in Hellenistic Greek almost 

lost its diminutive force and was ousting biblos in 
ordinary use; it denotes a scroll or a small 

book…of the Book of Life”
155
; “The 

bibléŒon teµ�s zoµeµ�s in Rev. 13:8; 17:8; 20:12; 21:27, 
as well as the béŒblos teµ�s zoµeµ�s in 3:5; 13:8; 20:15, is 
based on the OT truth that the righteous are 

written in God’s book {cf. also Lk. 10:20; Phil. 

4:3; Heb. 12:23}. The metaphor may be based on 

family lists, though the common idea of books of 

destiny may also have played a role {cf. Ps. 56:8}. 

In the NT the idea expresses assurance of salvation 

{cf. 2 Tim. 2:19}. The book is that of the crucified 

Lamb {Rev. 13:8}. God’s eternal purpose lies 

behind his reconciling work; hence the names are 

written from the foundation of the world. But there 

must be a human will to persevere if the names are 

not to be erased {3:5} {This is an Arminian 

concept. ed.}. Abomination and falsehood are to 

be shunned {21:27}, worship of the beast refused 

{13:8}, and obedience 
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rendered.”
156
] t h '" z wh '" [“of the supernatural life 

belonging to God and Christ, which the believers 

will receive in the future, but which they also 

enjoy here and now…The discussion now turns 

naturally to the life of the believers, which 

proceeds fr. God and Christ…is used of life in the 

blessed period of final consummation…The 

references to future glory include the foll. 

concepts: bi vblo " or 

bi bli von  {t h '"} z wh '"”157] t ou' ajrn i vou [“sheep, 
lamb; in Rv a designation of Christ”

158
; “is a 

diminutive in form, but the diminutive force is not 

to be pressed…The general tendency in the 

vernacular was to use nouns in Ðion freely, apart 
from their diminutive significance. It is used only 

by the Apostle John…elsewhere, in the singular, 

in the Apocalypse, some 28 times, of Christ as the 

Lamb of God, the symbolism having reference to 

His character and His vicarious Sacrifice, as the 

basis both of redemption and of Divine vengeance. 

He is seen in the position of sovereign glory and 

honour, e.g., 7:17, which He shares equally with 

the Father, 22:1, 3, the centre of angelic beings 

and of the redeemed and the object of their 

veneration…the One to whom all judgment is 

committed”
159
] t ou' ejsf agmevn ou [“to slaughter 

w. acc. ajrn i von”160; “to slay, especially of victims 
for sacrifice {akin to sphageµ: see SLAUGHTER,} is 
used…of Christ, as the Lamb of 

sacrifice”
161
] ajp o; k at a bo lh '" [“foundation, 

beginning…Esp…from the foundation of the 

world”
162
; “lit., a casting down, is used…of a 

foundation, as that which is laid down, or in the 

sense of founding; metaphorically, of the 

foundation of the world; in this respect…‘from the 

foundation of the world’”
163
; “This word, which 

means ‘laying down,’ is used for, e.g., the casting 

of seed, human begetting, the sowing of war, and 

the establishment of government. In the NT the 

word means ‘foundation’ of the world, either to 
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denote time {Mt. 13:35; Lk. 11:50}, or, more 

often, to denote the eternity of God’s plan of 

salvation”
164
; “It is doubtful here whether it is to 

be taken with t ou ejsf agmen ou…{cf. I Pet. 1:20} 
or with gegr ap t a i…as in Rev. 17:8. Either makes 
sense, and here the most natural use is with 

ejsf agmevn ou”165] k ovs mou [“in philosoph. usage 
the world as the sum total of everything here and 

now, the {orderly} universe…from the beginning 

of the world”
166
]). 

 The text says that “all who dwell on the 

earth will worship him.” It certainly will appear to 

be that way with the saints being overcome, and 

the rest of the world “given to him” (vs. 7). 

However, just as in vs. 3, the statement is 

necessarily hyperbolic, even “though for the 

moment the immense majority”
167
 did worship the 

antichrist. God always has those who refuse to 

bow the knee to Baal if you please. 

 In fact, the verse contains its own limit on 

the term “all.” It is only all those “whose name has 

not been written…in the book of life of the 

Lamb,” which is simply a way of describing 

believers. Every believer’s name stands forever 

recorded in the Lamb’s book of life, that is, of 

those having eternal life. These recorded from 

those living during the tribulation period will not 

defect or apostatize so as to worship the antichrist, 

or take his mark. Instead they will generally 

remain faithful. Those setting out on a path of 

unfaithfulness will be taken home early if need be 

to protect against such apostatizing. However we 

understand it, those born again during the 

tribulation will not worship the beast. It is that 

simple. 

 In the paragraph above, I did not quote the 

expression, “from the foundation of the 

world…who has been slain.” There is some 

question about the NASB translation here, which 

is built on Rev. 17:8b, “And those who dwell on 

the earth will wonder, whose name has not been 

written in the book of life from the foundation of 

the world, when they see the beast, that he was and 

is not and will come.” However, the word order in 

the original supports the NKJV translation of 13:8, 
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“All who dwell on the earth will worship him, 

whose names have not been written in the Book of 

Life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the 

world.” Both things are true. Believers’ names 

stand written in the book of life from the 

foundation of the world, as 17:8 makes clear 

enough, and Jesus was slain from the foundation 

of the world, that is, Jesus was destined to go to 

the cross from the beginning of time, hence from 

eternity itself (1Pt. 1:18-21; Acts 2:23). John was 

sufficiently well informed to recognize and record 

both truths. Probably then we should accept the 

NKJV reading of Rev. 13:8. 

 D. A response is solicited from the people 

(13:9-10). 

  1. (vs. 9) Concerning this short 

verse, we have seen it before: “If anyone has an 

ear, let him hear” (E i [ [“In such instances it is not 
the protasis that is in doubt, but the apodosis. 

{Further, to say that the connection is merely 

logical hardly does such texts justice.} Not 

infrequently in the NT, the speaker draws his 

audience to just such a connection, basing his 

argument on what both speaker and audience 

already embrace as true. These instances are not 

without exegetical 

significance.”
168
] t i " e[cei  ou\" [“transferred fr. 

sense perception to mental and spiritual 

understanding”
169
; “In 13:9 the shortened form of 

the common warning gives urgency to the threat 

and to the call for 

vigilance.”
170
] ajk ous avt w [“hear, as a passive 

respondent to levgw. . .lit., of sense 

perception…abs…A challenge to the hearers, by 

which their attention is drawn to a special 

difficulty…w. variations”
171
]). 

 We saw this expression repeatedly in the 

letters to the churches. There we learned that it is 

really a command. The sense is, “Assuming that 

you have ears, or the capacity to hear, then you 

must hear, or better you are commanded to hear 

what this passage has to say.” 

 There is a significant difference between 

this and the former expressions in the letters to the 
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churches. There we read, “He who has an ear, let 

him hear what the Spirit says to the churches” 

(2:7, 11, 17; 3:6, 13, 22; 13:9). The significant 

difference is that expression, “what the Spirit says 

to the churches.” Why is there no reference to the 

churches here? It is because there is no church on 

the earth during the tribulation period. In fact, this 

verse is partial evidence for the pretribulational 

rapture of the church. (Not all agree with this. See 

Constable.) 

  2. (vs. 10) The perseverance of the 

saints comes into view: “If anyone is destined for 

captivity, to captivity he goes; if anyone kills with 

the sword, with the sword he must be killed. Here 

is the perseverance and the faith of the saints” 

(ei [ [“about 20% of the first class conditions are 
general rather than particular. These especially are 

seen when the indefinite pronoun t i " is used in 
the 

protasis.”
172
] t i " ei j" a i jcma lws i van  ei j" a i jcma lw

s i van  [“the state of being taken as a prisoner of 
war and kept a captive - ‘captivity.’…‘if anyone is 

meant for captivity, he {will} go into captivity’ Re 

13.10. In a number of languages it may be 

necessary to render ‘captivity’ in terms of ‘being a 

captive,’ and therefore this expression in Re 13.10 

may be rendered as ‘if anyone is meant to become 

a captive, he will indeed become a captive.’”
173
; 

“captivity, mostly in war…ei [ t i " ei j" a i j. {sc. 
ajp avgei, as t.r. does}, ei j" a i j.  uJp avgei whoever 
leads {others} into capt. is led capt. himself”

174
; 

“captivity, the abstract noun”
175
] uJp avgei  [“go 

away, withdraw, go…go {in a certain direction} 

w. the goal indicated by ei j" w. the acc…Fig. 
ei j" a i jcma lws i van  uJp avgei n go into captivity”176; 
“to go away or to go slowly away, to depart, 

withdraw oneself, often with the idea of going 

without noise or 

notice”
177
] ei [ t i " ejn  maca i vrh / [“sword, 

saber…lit.”
178
] ajp o k t an qh 'n a i  aujt o;n  ejn  maca i vrh /

 ajp o k t an qh 'n a i   |W de [“here in the sense in this 
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place…w. the local mng. weakened in this case, at 

this point, on this occasion, under these 

circumstances”
179
; “an adverb signifying…here 

{of place}…The word is used metaphorically in 

the sense of in this circumstance, or 

connection”
180
; “In this attitude of submission to 

the inevitable.”
181
] ejst i n  h J uJp o mon h ; [“patience, 

endurance, fortitude, stead-fastness, 

perseverance…here is {an opportunity for} 

endurance on the part of the saints 

{Weymouth}”
182
; “Revelation, the book of the 

martyr church, extols hypomoneµ� as right and 
necessary for believers. On the one side, it is 

waiting for Jesus {1:9; 3:10}. On the other, it is 

the enduring of suffering and persecution {2:2-3; 

19}. The final clash is the supreme test and 

demands supreme steadfastness if all is not to be 

for nought”
183
] k a i ; h J p i vst i " [“trust, confidence, 

faith in the active sense=‘believing’, in relig. 

usage…in our lit. directed toward God and Christ, 

their revelations, teachings, promises, their power 

and readiness to aid…p i vst i " is found mostly 
without an obj., faith…p i vst i " abs., as a Christian 
virtue, is often coupled w. others of the same 

kind”
184
; “more like faithfulness, 

fidelity.”
185
] t w'n  aJgi vwn). 

 This verse may have begun with Jer. 15:2 

or 43:11 in John’s mind, though it might well have 

finished with reference to Jesus’ statement to Peter 

in Mt. 26:52. It seems plain enough that the verse 

emphasizes the sovereignty of God. “If” (ei [ 1st 
class condition, assumed true) He so arranges 

things in the tribulation period that an individual 

believer is to go to “captivity,” that is, as a 

“prisoner of war and kept a captive,”
186
 he must 

not resist in using force because “to captivity he 

goes.” So the sense evidently is that “if anyone is 

meant to become a captive, he will indeed become 

a captive.”
187
 If (ei [ 1st class condition, assumed 
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true) he decides to resist as one who “kills with the 

sword,” then a universal principle comes into 

effect, “with the sword he must be killed,” just as 

Jesus said in Mt. 26:52. This is the same principle 

that dooms the antichrist, his henchmen, and all 

violent rebels against God and against His people 

in the tribulation period. Of course, the believer 

would still go to heaven under such circumstances, 

whereas the unbelievers universally will not. The 

immediate judgment in view here is temporal. If 

the believer humbly submits to his captivity, he 

can find peace in the reality that his violent captors 

will soon be punished. To desire such vengeance 

is not wrong as we saw in Rev. 6:10. 

 The believer humbly accepting these 

realities as the sovereign will of God for himself 

without deviating from his faithful walk pictures 

well the proper response to persecution. So John 

can say, “Here is the perseverance and the faith of 

the saints.” “Perseverance” translates 

uJp o mon h ;, that is, “patience…in respect of 

things,”
188
 or difficult circumstances. “Faith” 

might be “more like faithfulness, fidelity”
189
 in 

this context. 

 

III Conc. 

 We have been reintroduced to the 

antichrist in all his horror as the very essence of 

the ways of Satan and all evil in one human being. 

In this one person is the sum of the evil of all the 

preceding generations of mankind, complete with 

the energizing and even the miracle working of 

Satan. The world falls headlong for him as the 

Messiah Himself should have been received. 

Instead, mankind worships the beast as the very 

antithesis of the true Messiah. As a result, 

believers are persecuted and overcome, taken 

captive and killed. The people are encouraged to 

hear the truth. Believers who remain faithful, 

according to the sovereign will of God for 

themselves, picture well the perseverance and 

faith(fulness) of the saints. 
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